




Introduction
ear ago, I introduced a major new initiative for the

sity of Michigan, the Michigan Agenda for Women.

genda is the result of years of hard work by women

~-~aderswho have pulled, pushed, and sometimes dragged

the institution along the path toward equality for women.

It represents the beginning of renewed efforts to make

women full and-equal partners at the University of Michi

gan. In the year since that announcement, I have discussed

the Agenda with numerous groups and have listened and

learned from women who work and study in all areas of

the University. This has been a tremendous personal

education for me, deepening my commitment to the

Agenda and confirming my belief that gender equity is

imperative if we are to excel in the coming decades. The

Michigan Agenda for Women is a broadly based and evolv

ing collection of efforts that will change this University in

profound and permanent ways~ I would like to take this

opportunity to describe some of the most significant

aspects of the last year's discussions and to outline some

of the new programs we have initiated in response.

Sincerely,

James J. Duderstadt, President





become a leader in creating a

multicultural community; a

leader in achieving racial and

ethnic diversity among faculty;

students, and staff.

Drawing upon the experi

ence gained through the

Michigan Mandate, we have

renewed our commitment to

gender equity; which-while

accepted as an important

principle by most- neverthe

less remains an elusive goal.

The University has not made

adequate progress toward its

obligation of providing full

participation and opportunity

for women. Women at the

University of Michigan are an

incredibly diverse group in

terms of race, age, educational

background, sexual orientation,

and many other characteristics.

The Michigan Agenda for

Women is an inclusive plan

that augments the Michigan

Mandate. It is a series of

strategic actions aimed not

only at gender equity; but also

at creating an institution that

fosters the success of all

women in all facets of Univer

sity life. Our goal is that by the

year 2000, the University of

Michigan will become the

leader among American

universities in promoting and

achieving the success of

women of diverse backgrounds

as facuIty, students, and staff.

During the inaugural year of

the Agenda, I met with literally

thousands of women from

every facet of our University

Participants in these meetings,

which ranged from a few

individuals to groups of over

six hundred women, expressed

a series of concerns that create

a revealing mosaic of the

accomplishments and chal

lenges faced by women at

Michiga~. Predictably; priorities

differ among faculty; staff and

students. Yet, a surprising

number of issues emerged that

are critical to all women on

campus. The following is a

brief summary of those issues.
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